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Abstract—Designing an example database is important for
handling various users’ utterances in an example-based dialog
system, and several approaches to constructing the database
have been proposed. This paper focuses on a method for collect-
ing the example sentences through actual conversations with the
system. Several studies employ this approach for constructing
the dialog system, but conventional research lacks attentive
analyses. In this study, we analyzed how many examples can
be collected from the interactions, and investigated the char-
acteristics of the collected examples. The experimental results
show that the response accuracy improved with the increase in
number of the interactions, and the examined collection method
is effective for collecting examples of consecutive utterances.
In addition, subjective evaluation comparing the databases
constructed using actual conversation and the fully-handcrafted
databases was conducted through dialog experiments. The
results showed that the examined approach can obtain higher
subjective scores than the comparative approach in terms of
user satisfaction, dialog engagement, intelligence, and intention
of talking.

Index Terms—example collection, actual conversation, spoken
dialog system, example-based dialog system

I. INTRODUCTION

FOCUS has been placed on non-task-oriented spoken dia-
log systems [1–3] in contrast to traditional task-oriented

dialog systems, such as train information services [4] or in-
formation recommendation [5]. The non-task-oriented dialog
system aims for a short-conversation with the user rather
than achieving a specific task goal, but it is reported that a
conversational agent capable of chat-like talk can improve the
performance of the user even in a task-specific dialog system
[6]. Therefore, the non-task-oriented dialog appears to be
increasingly important for future spoken dialog systems.

General task-oriented dialog systems are built to have an
internal state. The system updates the state depending on
the user’s utterance to make an appropriate response. On
the other hand, many non-task-oriented dialog systems are
example-based systems because defining the state is difficult
for such dialog systems. The example-based system gener-
ates a response as a prepared sentence corresponding to the
most similar example to the user’s utterance. Therefore, the
quality of the example-response database directly affects the
performance of the dialog system. In particular, a developer
needs to meet the following two requirements:
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1) Construction of an example database coinciding with
the target dialog domain to handle any user’s utterance.

2) Creation of natural responses corresponding to each
example.

This study mainly focuses on requirement 1) because prepar-
ing the various examples is important for the non-task-
oriented dialog to respond to the utterances of highly diverse
user.

Numerous methods for constructing the example database
have been studied so far. They are roughly classified into
two categories; manual development and collection from
web resources. In the manual method, the quality of the
database is assured because humans judge the naturalness of
the example-response pairs, but the developer must create the
database by imagining the possible conversations. Therefore,
it is difficult to create examples of utterances that depend
on the context of the dialog, such as answer utterances
from the user responding to the system’s utterance. Database
construction based on automatic collection can accumulate
a large scale of example-response pairs, but it is also hard
to prepare the pairs considering the context of the dialog.
Another problem with the automatic approach is that text-
based interaction is greatly different from speech that occurs
in the actual conversation.

Because most utterances that occur in every day chat-like
talk depend on the context, it is important to collect examples
corresponding to the user’s utterance depending on the con-
text such as consecutive utterances from the first interchange.
One of the methods that can collect examples coinciding
with both the speech communication and the dialog context
is using the user’s utterances during actual conversation with
the system. This approach is expected to not only collect
examples observed in a real situation, but also effectively
collect examples for consecutive utterances if the database is
updated dialog by dialog. Several studies have actually taken
this approach for constructing the dialog system (e.g., [7, 8]).
However, since they employ a framework whereby additional
example-response pairs are appended after relatively long-
term interactions, we do not know how many examples
are needed to cover the context-dependent utterances. In
addition, it is not clear if the developed database really
surpasses the handcrafted one in terms of user experience
of coincidence with the actual speech interaction.

Therefore, this paper investigates the characteristics of the
database collected from actual conversations compared with
the handcrafted database, by analyzing 1) the relationship
between the number of interaction and the appropriateness of
the system’s responses, 2) the characteristics of the collected
examples, and 3) the subjective evaluation scores of the
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dialog experiments.
This paper is organized as follows. The following section

describes the conventional approaches used for example
collection. Section III explains the dialog system constructed
for the experiments. Section IV describes the procedure
for collecting examples based on actual conversation and
investigates the appropriateness of the responses with respect
to the number of interactions. Section V describes the dialog
experiment using the developed database and a handcrafted
database for subjective evaluation, and several quantitative
analyses are conducted. The conclusions are presented in
Section VI.

II. CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES OF EXAMPLE
COLLECTION

Research on the non-task-oriented dialog system tracks
dates back to Eliza [9] or A.L.I.C.E [10]. Several approaches
have been studied for the response selection of the non-task-
oriented dialog system, and the dialog system based on the
example-response database is widely employed today [11]．
In the most typical approach, experts compose the example
and response sentences (we call this “handcrafting”). For
example, Dickerson et al. developed a diagnosis training
system that used question-answer pairs to simulate the in-
teraction between a doctor and patients, where the pairs
were created by experts [12]. Virtual agents developed by
Kenny et al. simulated patients with post traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) by using question-response pairs manually
mapped by a domain expert [13]. In addition to the medical
field, Nisimura et al. introduced an example-based system
for tourist guidance [7], and Bobrow et al. used the sentence
fragments collected from human conversation for tour guides
[14]. These systems use pairs created by experts in the dialog
task domain. The example-response pairs created by experts
seem to be efficient in such domain-specific systems because
they are capable of assuming the actual conversation. On
the other hand, creating the example-response pairs for a
non-task-oriented dialog is not easy. Sugiyama et al. studied
an approach for creating question-response pairs by crowd-
sourcing and analyzed the tendency of the questions [15].
The analysis results revealed that it was difficult to collect
context dependent questions, which require knowledge of
the previous utterances. Coverage of such questions greatly
affects the naturalness of chat-like talk, and so we need to
develop a method to collect as many of such questions as
possible.

Another approach is to construct the database using web
resources [16, 17], and this method is expected to substitute
manual database development and reduce the construction
cost. For example, Chung et al. constructed a weather fore-
cast system by using web resources [18] and Katz utilized
a knowledge base constructed from web data for the dialog
[19]. In addition, an approach based on the Wizard of Oz
method using a dialog simulator has also been examined
[20]. The dialog systems in these research studies were task-
oriented example-based systems. On the other hand, a TV
show’s dialog scripts [21] or movie scripts [22] are also
utilized as a source for non-task-oriented systems, but it is
considered difficult to use dialogs conducted in a specific
situation as the source for general non-task oriented dialog
system.

Besides the simple methods based on the example-
response database, statistical approaches such as neural-
network based conversational modeling have been studied ac-
tively [23–25]. These systems do not use prepared example-
response pairs but instead train the model to generate a
response sentence based on the user’s input utterance. The
naturalness of the response sentences can be improved by
using large-scale training data, but this has not yet reached
the level of human-generated response sentences.

In contrast to the above-mentioned approaches, example
collection by actual interaction has the following character-
istics:

• We can collect frequent examples because the utterances
that occur in non-task-oriented dialog is assumed to be
biased if the topic is limited.

• Examples of consecutive utterance not included in the
database can be collected effectively if the dialog pro-
gresses properly.

• It is easy to create natural responses because the human
developer composes responses corresponding to the
collected examples.

This approach was examined as Human-centered Distributed
Conversational Modeling (HDCM) [26]. The study reported
that the response accuracy tends to improve by adding
the example-response pairs step by step. However, HDCM
employs keyboard input, and it is not clear whether keyboard-
based examples are useful for spoken dialog systems. In
addition, the study lacks the fundamental analysis that is
our focus, such as how many examples can be collected by
iterating interactions or the characteristics of the collected
examples.

III. DIALOG SYSTEM FOR THE EXPERIMENT

Fig. 1 demonstrates the flow of the non-task-oriented
dialog assumed in this paper. Dialog between a user and the
system is called an interaction. One interaction consists of
the interchange of an utterance by the user and a response by
the system. Different users talk with the system interaction
by interaction, and the index of the user is denoted as i. In
addition, the database is updated after every interaction for
efficient collection of contextual examples.

A. Dialog management of example-based system

An experimental dialog system was constructed based
on the example-based approach. The system calculates the
similarities between the user’s utterances obtained by speech
recognition and example sentences in the database, and then
selects a response corresponding to the most similar example.
In this study, cosine similarity is used for the similarity
calculation. Let q the word vector of the user’s utterance,
d the word vector of an example sentence, and qj , dj be the
j-th element of q, d. The cosine similarity is represented as
follows:

cos(q,d) =
q · d
|q||d|

=

∑
j qjdj√∑

j q
2
j

√∑
j d

2
j

(1)

Then, the most similar example d̂ is selected as:

d̂ = arg max
d

cos(q,d) (2)
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Fig. 1. Structure of non-task-oriented dialog in this study

Fig. 2. Dialog agent

The system sends the response sentence corresponding to d̂
to the speech synthesis module, and the system’s speech is
generated.

We implemented the system based on MMDAgent version
1.5 [27], which is an open-source toolkit for building the
speech interaction system. A developer can construct the
dialog system by integrating the speech recognition module,
speech synthesis module, and 3DCG rendering module for
a virtual agent. MMDAgent employs Julius as the speech
recognizer [28] and Open JTalk as the HMM-based speech
synthesizer [29]. Dialog management is based on a finite-
state transducer (FST), that allows the developer to de-
scribe flexible dialog transition, and which we applied to
the example-based dialog system. In our experiments, we
employed an embodied female agent to reduce the user’s
mental load. Fig. 2 shows the appearance of the dialog agent.

B. Non-task-oriented dialog with topic dependent database

The target dialog domain was chat-like talk between
friends, which is one type of non-task-oriented dialog. In
the experiments, the participants were instructed to ask the
agent what she did yesterday on the assumption that she
led a human-like life. The example-response databases for
the first dialog are required for dialog collection. These
databases are called initial database in this paper. We pre-
pared the initial databases for four topics to compare the

TABLE I
NUMBER OF PAIRS IN INITIAL DATABASE

Category Cooking Movies Meal Shopping
Greetings 47 47 47 47
Backchannels 6 6 6 6
Topics 369 376 434 469
Total 422 429 487 522

TABLE II
EXAMPLE-RESPONSE PAIRS IN INITIAL DATABASE (TRANSLATION FROM

JAPANESE)

Category Example Response
Greeting Hello. Hello.
Cooking What did you cook? I cooked nikujaga.
Movies What is your favorite

movie?
Titanic.

Meals What did you have for
dinner?

I had sushi.

Shopping What kind of book do you
like?

I don’t have a particular
favorite genre, but I often
read Keigo Higashino.

topic dependency of the collected examples. The topics
were cooking, movies, meals, and shopping. The initial
databases were composed of example-response pairs corre-
sponding to the greetings, backchannels, and topic-specific
interchange. These databases were manually created, and
were constructed with questions about the agent’s assumed
daily events. Each database had the same example-response
pairs for greetings and backchannels. The example-response
pairs in the initial databases were created by one person
(the first author) for consistency. Table. I shows the number
of pairs in the initial databases, and Table. II shows the
example-response pairs included in each category.

C. Conditions of speech recognition

In the speech recognition module, an acoustic model
distributed with MMDAgent was used for the decoding.
This model was trained using 44,556 utterances (145 male
speakers, 144 female speakers) from the Japanese Newspaper
Article Sentences (JNAS) database [30]. The features for
training were 12-dimensional Mel-frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients (MFCC) including ∆ coefficients and the ∆ coefficient
of the normalized energy. The phone model was a three-state
left-to-right GMM-HMM of the triphone model. The number
of the mixtures of Gaussian was 16. A tri-gram language
model was trained using the transcriptions of academic
presentations and simulated public speech in the Corpus of
Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) database [31] and the example
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Algorithm 1 Example collection by conversation
Set initial database Dk

1

for i = 1, ..., I do
i-th user talks with the system S(Dk

i , LM
k
i )

Get example sentences Ek
i from conversation log

Update the database Dk
i+1 ← Dk

i ∪ Ek
i

Train language model LMk
i+1 by Dcsj ∪Dk

i+1

end for

sentences of the initial databases to accommodate task-
specific utterance. The language model was retrained after
every interaction by incorporating the example sentences
obtained from the interaction.

D. Conditions of speech synthesis

This study used a conversational-style speech corpus ut-
tered by an amateur female speaker for the synthesis of
spontaneous speech. We used 503 phonetically balanced
sentences from the ATR Japanese speech database [32],
150 sentences for which the ending was transformed to
a conversational-style, 150 conversational-style interrogative
sentences, and 250 emotion-specific sentences to train an
acoustic model for the speech synthesis. This corpus includes
speech samples of four styles (happy, angry, sad, and neutral)
and we used the “happy” style speech. The STRAIGHT
[33] was used to extract the acoustic features including a
60 dimensional Mel-cepstrum with 0th coefficient, and their
∆ and ∆2 coefficients for training the acoustic model. The
five-state left-to-right hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs)
[34] were trained for the speech synthesis. The output
probability distribution function was modeled by a single
Gaussian with a diagonal covariance matrix.

IV. EXAMPLE COLLECTION BY ACTUAL CONVERSATION

A. Procedure for example collection

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure for the collection of
examples for topic k. Let I be the total number of inter-
actions, Dk

i the database of topic k at the i-th interaction,
and Dcsj the document set of the CSJ. LMk

i represents
the language model for topic k at the i-th interaction, and
Ek

i represents the example sentences for topic k obtained
from the i-th interaction. S(Dk

i , LM
k
i ) represents the dialog

system using Dk
i as the example-response database and LMk

i

as the language model. In the experiment, the index of the
iteration corresponds to the user index, and each user talks
with the system only once during the dialog collection.

Automatic extraction of the example sentences Ek
i from

the conversation log and response creation are required to
completely automate the procedure. However, the focus of
this paper is investigating the usability of the examples col-
lection by conversation, and both were conducted manually.
In addition, we used the transcriptions of utterances not
included in Dk

i as Ek
i .

B. Conditions of example sentence collection

The dialog experiments for collecting examples were con-
ducted in a soundproof chamber. Twenty-five persons (15
males, 10 females) participated in the experiments. Firstly,

TABLE III
DIALOG EXAMPLE FOR INSTRUCTION (TRANSLATION FROM JAPANESE)

User What did you do yesterday?
System I studied at home.
User What subject did you study?

TABLE IV
EXAMPLE OF COLLECTED DIALOG (TRANSLATION FROM JAPANESE)

User What did you do yesterday?
System I cooked dinner at home.
User What did you cook?
System I cooked nikujaga.
User Sounds good.
System I know, right?
User Did you eat alone?
System Yes. I ate alone while watching TV.

the participants were presented with the list of topics, and
were instructed to ask what the agent did yesterday. Here,
the dialog example shown in Table. III was also presented to
the participants. The participants were instructed to talk with
the system about the provided topic, and utterances relating
to self-disclosure were permitted. The topics of the dialog
were presented to the participants in random order. The
database and the language model were switched each time
the topic changed. The system assumes that the user talks
along the topic as shown in the table. If the user makes an
unanticipated utterance, the story breaks because the system
always chooses its response using only the current utterance.
We instructed the participant to talk with the system for the
specified period, regardless of whether the story continues or
not. Table. IV shows an example of a dialog that occurred
during the dialog collection.

The experiment was separated into two sections. In the first
section, the participants made ten interchanges to investigate
the appropriateness of each response of the current database
Dk

i . The participants evaluated each response as “appropri-
ate” or “not appropriate.” After that, as the second section,
they engaged in three minutes of dialog for the collection of
examples without the appropriateness evaluation.

We also investigated the appropriateness of the response
to the transcription of the user’s utterance because a speech
recognition error can sometimes cause the generation of
an incorrect response. The response to the transcription
was selected based on Eq. (1). The appropriateness of the
response was decided by a majority-vote of three evaluators
(1 male, 2 females).

C. Measurement of appropriateness

We defined the coverage of the user’s utterances as the
measurement of the appropriateness of the system’s re-
sponses. The coverage of topic k of the i-th interaction is
denoted as Ck

i and calculated as follows:

Ck
i =

Rk
i

Nk
i

(3)

Rk
i is the number of responses evaluated as “appropriate”

and Nk
i is the number of total responses of topic k of the i-

th interaction. The appropriateness evaluation was conducted
only for the first ten interchanges as mentioned in Section
IV-B, and thus Nk

i = 10. In addition, the coverage of the i-th
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interaction Ci is calculated as the average of the coverage in
the topics.

Ci =
1

K

K∑
k=1

Rk
i

Nk
i

(4)

Here, K is the total number of topics (K = 4). In the
following section, the results of automatic speech recognition
(ASR) are denoted as RECOG and that of the transcription
are denoted as TRANS in the figures and the tables.

D. Analysis of the relationship between response appropri-
ateness and number of interactions

Using the response appropriateness measure defined in
Section IV-C, we analyzed the experimental results. Fig. 3
represents the word error rate (WER) for the speech recog-
nition results for each interaction. The average WER was
24.10%. As shown in the figure, the overall performance
of the speech recognition tends to improve by iterating
the interaction although the WER for the 17th and 18th
participants were relatively high. These results were due to
the incremental adaptation of the language model.

Fig. 4 shows the trend of the coverage Ci. In the figure,
we calculated the average coverage score for every five
interactions. The error-bar is the standard error. The solid
line shows the trend of the coverage for the ASR results.
As shown in the figure, the coverage improves until the
11–15th interactions, and remains flat after that. On the
other hand, the broken line shows the trend of coverage for
the transcriptions. The trend of the transcriptions is similar
to that for the ASR results and saturated at the 11–15th
interactions. At the end of the experiments, the coverage of
the transcriptions was around 75% and five points higher
than ASR results. The difference in the score is due to the
response selection error caused by the speech recognition
results.

One possible reason for the saturated score is that the
example coverage became difficult after completing the
utterances of the first several interchanges. Most of the
example sentences for two or three consecutive interchanges
about a certain topic can be collected until around the
11–15th interaction. On the other hand, the examples of
longer interchanges appear less frequently and are of a large
variety. From these results, it is considered that there are few
occurrences of utterances that require longer context in the
non-task-oriented dialog but the dialog-based approach can
collect such example sentences by iterating many interac-
tions. As a future work, we will conduct the experiments
in actual operation to investigate the degree of coverage
improvement in more detail.

On the other hand, the results show that the database
constructed from 25 interactions can cover 70% of the user’s
utterances even in the speech recognition condition. Fig. 5
shows the average coverage of transcriptions over subjects
of each topic. The coverage was saturated at around the
11-15th interactions although the number of interactions at
which the coverage was saturated differs slightly topic by
topic. The coverage of each topic was saturated at 75% in
this paper. In the following section, we compared the dialog-
based databases with the handcrafted databases by subjective
evaluation to investigate how the system performance im-
proves when using the dialog-based database.
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Fig. 3. WER of the speech recognition results of each interaction
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V. COMPARISON BETWEEN DIALOG-BASED DATABASE
AND HANDCRAFTED DATABASE BY DIALOG EXPERIMENTS

A. Construction of handcrafted database

The dialog-based databases were compared with a same-
scale handcrafted database to investigate the efficacy of
the example collections by the dialog experiments. In this
section, we denote the database collected in Section IV
as DIALOG-BASED and the handcrafted one as HAND-
CRAFTED in the figures and the tables. The DIALOG-
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Fig. 5. Coverage of user’s utterance for each topic (TRAN)[%]
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TABLE V
NUMBER OF COLLECTED EXAMPLES

Cooking Movies Meal Shopping Total
DIALOG-BASED 637 574 617 614 2442
HANDCRAFTED 625 575 625 625 2450

TABLE VI
COVERAGE OF DATABASES OF DIALOG EXPERIMENTS

HANDCRAFTED DIALOG-BASED
RECOG 50.0% 73.75%
TRANS 57.5% 76.00%

BASED of Table. V shows the number of examples collected
in Section IV. As seen in the table, 2,442 examples were
collected from 25 interactions.

The number and gender ratio of the creators and the
number of example sentences in the handcrafted database
corresponded to the dialog-based database. Therefore, the
handcrafted database was created by 25 persons (15 males,
10 females). One database creator made 25 examples for
three topics (cooking, meals, and shopping) and 23 ex-
amples for one topic (movies). All the database creators
were presented with the initial databases, and were asked to
make the examples while imagining a possible conversation
under the assumption that the user talks with the agent
about what happened yesterday. We collected 2,450 examples
for the handcrafted database. The response sentences were
developed by the same person (the first author) as the dialog-
based database for consistency. Responses to examples with
almost the same meanings were unified.

Here, the creators of the handcrafted database were given
only the initial database, but the dialog database does not
always have the advantage because the participants of Section
IV talked with the system without knowing the contents of
the initial database.

B. Experimental condition

Ten persons (8 males, 2 females) participated in the subjec-
tive evaluation by dialog experiments. The participants were
instructed to talk with the system, regardless of whether the
story continues or not, just like the experiments in Section IV.
We constructed eight systems corresponding to four topics
and two database creation methods of the database (i.e.,
dialog-based and handcrafted). Each participant talked with
all the systems, and exchanged ten utterances in each inter-
action. They evaluated the appropriateness of each response
at the end of every interaction. The order of presenting the
four topics was fixed for all participants. We randomly chose
two topics out of the four topics for each participant, and
we presented the handcrafted-database system first for the
chosen topics, and the dialog-based-database system first for
the other two topics.

C. Results of objective evaluation

Firstly, we investigated the coverage of the systems. Ta-
ble. VI shows the coverage of the user’s utterance of each
system. The table shows the average score of the dialog-
based and handcrafted systems. As can be seen, the coverage
of the dialog-based database was more than 70%, higher

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
Rate of utterances [%]

HANDCRAFTED

DIALOG-BASED

Existing
Not-existing

Fig. 6. Rate of user’s input utterances that were exactly the same as the
example

than the handcrafted one in both the speech recognition and
transcription cases. These results coincide with the coverage
after 25 interactions in Fig. 4. Therefore, it is shown that the
database by conversation is more suited to actual use than
the handcrafted database in the dialog experiment.

Then, we investigated the variation of the sentences in
the databases. As mentioned above, the same response was
linked to example sentences with the same meaning. Thus,
the variation of the question-response pairs can be measured
by counting the unique responses. The average number of
unique responses and the standard deviation of the four
topics were 470.5 ± 13.1 in the handcrafted database and
517.5±14.9 in the dialog-based database. These results sug-
gest that the dialog database has a large variety of examples
compared to the same scale databases. Fig. 6 shows the rate
of the user’s input utterances that occurred in the dialog
experiments that also existed in the database. As shown in the
figure, the handcrafted database includes a smaller number
of the same examples as the user’s utterances while around
35% of the utterances could be found in the dialog database
in exactly the same form. The example-based dialog system
can generate a response even when the same example as the
user’s utterance does not exist in the database, but precise
examples contribute to the generation of robust responses.
This result also suggests that the example sentences created
by imagining the dialog are significantly different from the
actual user’s utterances.

Then, we compared the number of consecutive inter-
changes in the conversation logs, which we defined as the
number of times that the response continued to be appropri-
ate. Table. VII shows counting of the consecutive utterances
in one interaction. This example includes three consecutive
interchanges and five consecutive interchanges across two
not-appropriate responses. The mean number of consecutive
interchanges averaged over topics is shown in Fig. 7. The
error-bar is the standard error. From the unpaired t-test, we
obtained a significant difference between the dialog-based
database and handcrafted database (t = −4.00, p ≤ 0.01). In
the dialog with the dialog-based database system, appropriate
responses continued 3.04 times on average. This result sug-
gests that the dialog-based database includes many examples
of the second or later questions compared to the handcrafted
database, and the improvements of the variation of the
example sentences depends on these examples. Therefore, the
collection of examples by conversation is efficient, especially
for the collection of interchanges of longer interaction.
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TABLE VII
EXAMPLE OF COUNTING CONSECUTIVE INTERCHANGES OF ONE

INTERACTION (TRANSLATION FROM JAPANESE)

No. User System app.1) cnt.
1. What did you cook? I cooked nikujaga. A 3
2. Are you good at

cooking nikujaga?
I can’t say, but I often
cook it.

A

3. Do you make any-
thing else?

I often cook stir fry
vegetables.

A

4. Did you invite your
friend?

I used Cookpad. Have
you ever used it?

N 0

5. Did you invite your
friend?

I went for a light run
after cooking.

N 0

6. Do you often go jog-
ging?

Yes. I’m trying to al-
ways go jogging for
my health.

A 5

7. How long did you
run?

I ran about 5 km. A

8. Where did you run? The jogging path by
the Hirose river.

A

9. Did you run alone? Yes, I ran on the jog-
ging path by the Hi-
rose river.

A

10. Have you ever partic-
ipated in a marathon?

Yes, I have
participated in a
half-marathon several
times.

A

1)A: appropriate, N: not appropriate
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Fig. 7. Number of consecutive interchanges in dialog expresiment

Finally, the cost of database creation was compared for the
two conditions. The cost was measured by the time spent
to construct the database. We measured the total time to
create the handcrafted database and the total dialog time for
dialog-based database. The average cost to create the dialog
database was 24.48 [s] and handcrafted one was 86.52 [s].
Therefore, the dialog database also has an advantage in terms
of construction cost.

D. Results of subjective evaluation
For the subjective evaluation, the participants answered the

following four questions based on a five-grade Likert scale
from one (not at all) to five (very much).

1) Satisfaction: Whether the participant was satisfied
with the dialog.

2) Engagement: Whether the participant felt that the
dialog was engaged.

3) Intelligence: Whether the participant felt that the sys-
tem was intelligent.

4) Willingness: Whether the participant wants to use the
system again.

Satisfaction Engagement Intelligence Willingness1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

Sc
or
e

*** *** *** ***

HANDCRAFTED
DIALOG-BASED

Fig. 8. Comparison of subjective evaluation scores (∗: p < 0.05, ∗∗:
p < 0.01, ∗∗∗: p < 0.001)

The average scores of the subjective evaluations are shown
in Fig. 8. The error-bar of the figure shows the standard error.
As can be seen, the dialog-based database outperformed
the handcrafted database in all items. Using the unpaired
t-test, we obtained a significant difference in satisfaction
(t = −5.46, p ≤ 0.001), engagement (t = −5.54, p ≤
0.001), intelligence (t = −5.12, p ≤ 0.001), and willingness
(t = −3.94, p ≤ 0.001). Therefore, the dialog database also
obtained a higher score than the handcrafted database in
terms of the subjective evaluation. Considering the results
of Section V-C, the appropriateness of the responses to
consecutive utterance affected the subjective evaluation of
the users.

In the non-task-oriented dialog, a long dialog is considered
to be better, unlike the conventional task-oriented dialog; for
example, several studies employed the dialog length as the
measure for optimizing the dialog strategy [35, 36]. Examples
for longer interaction are especially important for improving
the user evaluation of chat-style conversation. Many of
databases of conventional systems are constructed by the
developer while imagining the actual dialog, but it is not easy
to cover the flow of possible conversations, especially in the
non-task-oriented dialog. Therefore, a framework to collect
the examples by interaction is important for the future dialog
system to construct an appropriate database.

E. Examples of simulated dialog of each database

Finally, we show the dialog examples in Table. VIII.
“User” in the figure shows the simulated utterance sequence.
“Example” and “Response” represents the example sentences
and corresponding responses that are selected in the hand-
crafted and dialog-based databases. As shown in the table, the
dialog with the dialog-based database system could select a
close example to the utterance compared with a competitive
system like the 1st interchange. The examined system can
also respond appropriately to an utterance for which the
nuance is different, but includes similar words, such as the
2nd and 3rd interchanges. In addition, the figure shows that
the dialog-based database can respond appropriately when
the topic changes slightly during the dialog, like the 5th
interchange.
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TABLE VIII
EXAMPLE OF EXAMPLE-RESPONSE PAIRS FOR SIMULATED UTTERANCE SEQUENCE (COOKING)

HANDCRAFTED DIALOG-BASED
No. Lang. User Example Response Example Response
1. Jp Nikujaga wa oishikatta

desu ka?
Nikujaga wa tokui desu
ka?

Nikujaga wa
tokuiryôri to wa
ie mase n ga, tsukuru
koto wa ôi desu.

Nikujaga wa oishikatta
desu ka?

Hai. oishiku deki
mashi ta.

En How was nikujaga? Are you good at cooking
nikujaga?

I can’t say, but I often
cook it.

How was nikujaga? Yes. It was delicious.

2. Jp Ryôri wa tokui na n de
su ka?

Tokui na ryôri wa nan
desu ka?

Hoikôrô ga tokui
desu.

Ryôri wa tokui na n desu
ka?

Udemae wa futsû
da to omoi masu.
demo, tsukuru koto
wa daisuki desu.

En Are you good at cook-
ing?

What is your specialty? Twice cooked pork. Are you good at cook-
ing?

It’s OK, but I love
cooking.

3. Jp Ryôri igai ni suki na koto
wa ari masu ka?

Nani ka hoka ni tokui na
ryôri wa ari masu ka?

Omuraisu mo tokui
ryôuri desu yo.

Ryôri igai ni suki na koto
wa ari masu ka?

Undô ya eiga kanshô
ga suki desu.

En Do you have any favorite
things other than cook-
ing?

Do you have any other
specialty?

A rice omelet. Do you have any favorite
things other than cook-
ing?

I like to do exercise
or watch movies.

4. Jp Ryôri wo tsukutta ato wa
nani wo shi mashi ta ka?

Ryôri wo tsukutta ato wa
nani wo shi mashi ta ka

Karuku ranningu wo
shi mashi ta.

Ryôri shi ta ato wa nani
ka shi mashi ta ka?

Ryôri wo shi ta ato
wa, karuku ranningu
wo shi mashi ta.

En What did you do after
cooking?

What did you do after
cooking?

I went for a light run. What did you do after
cooking?

I went for a light run
after cooking.

5. Jp Doko wo hashiri mashi ta
ka?

Doko no reshipi wo mi
mashi ta ka?

Kukkupaddo wo
tsukai mashi ta. anata
mo tsukatta koto wa
ari masu ka?

Doko wo hashiri mashi ta
ka?

Hirosegawa zoi no
ranningu kôsu wo
hashitte i mashi ta.

En Where did you run? Which recipe did you
use?

I used Cookpad.
Have you used it?

Where did you run? Along the Hirose
river.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined an example collection method
by conversation for a non-task-oriented example-based dialog
system, and we showed the efficacy of the method by
several analyses. In the examined approach, the database
was updated at the end of every interaction. The trend of
the appropriateness of the responses showed that a database
constructed from 25 interactions can cover close to 70% of
the user’s utterance even in the speech recognition condition.
In addition, analyses of the collected examples suggested
that the dialog-based database responds appropriately to con-
secutive utterances compared with the handcrafted database.
The examined approach outperformed even in the subjective
evaluation. These results show that the dialog-based approach
is superior to the handcrafted approach not only in terms of
coverage but also in the subjective evaluation.

One of the remaining issues is that part of the processing of
this study is conducted manually. As a future work, we will
examine methods to decide the user’s utterances for assigning
the database and creating the responses automatically.
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